The recently introduced multidimensional archive of phenotypic elites (MAP-Elites) is an evolutionary algorithm capable of producing a large archive of diverse, high-performing solutions in a single run. It works by discretizing a continuous feature space into unique regions according to the desired discretization per dimension. While simple, this algorithm has a main drawback: it cannot scale to high-dimensional feature spaces since the number of regions increase exponentially with the number of dimensions. In this paper, we address this limitation by introducing a simple extension of MAP-Elites that has a constant, predefined number of regions irrespective of the dimensionality of the feature space. Our main insight is that methods from computational geometry could partition a high-dimensional space into well-spread geometric regions. In particular, our algorithm uses a centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) to divide the feature space into a desired number of regions; it then places every generated individual in its closest region, replacing a less fit one if the region is already occupied. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the new "CVT-MAP-Elites" algorithm in high-dimensional feature spaces through comparisons against MAP-Elites in maze navigation and hexapod locomotion tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolution started from a common ancestor [1] and gave rise to the biodiversity we see today, which is estimated to amount to 1 trillion species [2] . Inspired by this observation, the field of evolutionary robotics has recently seen a shift from evolutionary algorithms (EAs) that aim to return a single, globally optimal solution, to algorithms that explicitly search for a very large number of diverse, high-performing individuals [3] - [10] .
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TEVC.2017.2735550 Fig. 1 . MAP-Elites discretizes the feature space according to some prespecified number of discretizations per dimension. This means that the number of niches grow exponentially with the number of additional dimensions or discretizations, thus, it cannot be used in high-dimensional feature spaces. In contrast, CVT-MAP-Elites, uses a CVT [11] to partition the feature space into k homogeneous geometric regions, where k is the prespecified number of niches. Here, MAP-Elites uses five discretizations per dimension, resulting in 25 niches, whereas, CVT-MAP-Elites uses seven niches.
the global optimum of the underlying search space [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Various forms of diversity maintenance (niching) techniques have been designed to supply EAs both with the ability to avoid premature convergence to local optima and to perform multimodal optimization [13] - [17] . In the latter case, the aim is to return multiple solutions that correspond to the peaks of the search space [ Fig. 2(b) ]. A recent, alternative perspective in the field of evolutionary computation views EAs more as diversifiers, rather than as optimizers [8] . Research on such EAs was initiated by the introduction of the novelty search (NS) algorithm [19] , [20] , which looks for individuals that are different from those previously encountered in some behavior space or feature space (we use both terms interchangeably). The behavior space is defined by features of interest that describe the possible behaviors of individuals over their lifetime [8] , [21] . For example, points in this space could be the final positions of a simulated robot in a 2-D maze environment. By rewarding novelty instead of fitness, NS promotes behavioral diversity and accumulates potential stepping stones for building more complex solutions [22] . This algorithm relies on the intuition that it can be more beneficial to encourage exploration in the behavior space rather than the genotype space, which is confirmed experimentally for several domains [23] , [24] .
Yet, purely exploring the behavior space without considering the task performance is not practical in many cases. For example, we might not only be interested in finding controllers that make a robot reach different points in the environment, but also the fastest controller for each point. To address this issue, algorithms like NS with local competition [3] and multidimensional archive of phenotypic elites (MAP-Elites) [6] explicitly maintain a large number of niches This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ (a) (b) (c) Fig. 2 . (a) Algorithms for global optimization aim to find a single global optimum of the underlying parameter space in which they operate. (b) Multimodal optimization algorithms, on the other hand, aim at finding multiple optima. (c) Illumination algorithms, such as MAP-Elites, go one step further by aiming to discover significantly more solutions, each one being the elite of some local neighborhood defined in some feature space of interest. For finding the solutions of the function illustrated, we used (a) covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategies [18] , (b) restricted tournament selection [14] , and (c) MAP-Elites [6] .
while optimizing them locally. For this reason they are called illumination algorithms [6] or quality diversity (QD) algorithms [7] , [8] .
It is important to note that in multimodal optimization, the primary interest is optimization, i.e., we are interested in maintaining diversity in order to find the peaks of the underlying genotype or phenotype space. On the contrary, the primary goal of illumination algorithms is not optimization, but diversity [8] .
Whereas NS and its variants are governed by dynamics that continually push the population to unexplored regions in behavior space, MAP-Elites (Algorithm 2) uses a conceptually simpler approach: it discretizes the d-dimensional behavior space into unique bins ( Fig. 1 left) by dividing each dimension into a specified number of ranges (n 1 , . . . , n d ); it then attempts to fill each of the d i=1 n i bins through a variation-selection loop with the corresponding genotype and its fitness, replacing a less fit one if it exists. The final result is an archive that contains the elite solution of every niche in behavior space. Being an illumination algorithm, MAP-Elites aims to return more information than multimodal optimization algorithms, i.e., solutions that are the best in their local region, but not necessarily ones, where the fitness gradient is (near) zero [ Fig. 2(c) ]. The maximum number of solutions that can be returned (i.e., the number of niches) is controlled by the number of discretization intervals (i.e., k = d i=1 n i ) and is a user-defined input to the algorithm. Put differently, the problem solved by MAP-Elites is "find k (e.g., 10 000) solutions that are as different and as high-performing as possible."
MAP-Elites has been employed in many domains. For instance, it has been used to produce: behavioral repertoires that enable robots to adapt to damage in a matter of minutes [25] , [26] , perform complex tasks [27] , or even adapt to damage while completing their tasks [28] , [29] ; morphological designs for walking "soft robots," as well as behaviors for a robotic arm [6] ; neural networks that drive simulated robots through mazes [7] ; images that "fool" deep neural networks [30] ; "innovation engines" able to generate images that resemble natural objects [31] ; and 3-D-printable objects by leveraging feedback from neural networks trained on 2-D images [32] .
The grid-based approach of MAP-Elites requires the user to only specify the number of discretization intervals for each dimension, making the algorithm conceptually simple and straightforward to implement. However, this approach suffers from the curse of dimensionality, since the number of bins increase exponentially with the number of feature dimensions. The increase in the number of niches results in reduced selective pressure, making the algorithm unable to cope with high-dimensional feature spaces even when memory is not a problem. For this reason, MAP-Elites has only been employed in settings with low-dimensional feature spaces (2-D to 6-D). However, scaling to high dimensions is a desirable property, C ←− sample_points(k) k random centroids 3: S ←− sample_points(K) K random samples 4: for i = 0 −→ max_iter do 5: I ←− get_closest_centroid_indices(S, C) 6: C ←− update_centroids(I) 7: return centroids C as this would potentially allow MAP-Elites to be used with more expressive descriptors and create archives of better quality and diversity. A way to address this limitation is by employing a method that maximally spreads a desired number of niches in feature spaces of arbitrary dimensionality. In this paper, we achieve this using a technique from computational geometry known as centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVTs) [11] . In particular, the contribution of this paper is twofold: 1) we introduce a new algorithm that we call "CVT-MAP-Elites" (Fig. 1 right) and demonstrate its advantage over MAP-Elites in a maze navigation task and the simulated hexapod locomotion task of [25] and 2) we propose a new methodology for assessing the quality of the archives produced by illumination algorithms.
II. CENTROIDAL VORONOI TESSELLATION MAP-ELITES
A Voronoi tessellation [33] is a partitioning of a space into geometric regions based on distance to k prespecified points which are often called sites. Each region contains all the points that are closer to the corresponding site than to any other. If the sites are also the centroids of each region (and the space is bounded), then the Voronoi tessellation is the CVT [11] of the space (Fig. 1 right) . CVTs have found application in problems ranging from data compression to modeling the territorial behavior of animals [11] .
There exist various algorithms for constructing CVTs [35] . Lloyd's algorithm [36] is the most widely used in 2-D spaces and consists of repeatedly constructing the Voronoi tessellation of the k sites, computing the centroids of the resulting Voronoi regions and moving the sites to their corresponding centroids. However, explicitly constructing Voronoi tessellations in high-dimensional spaces involves complex algorithms [33] . An alternative, simpler approach is to use Monte Carlo methods to obtain a close approximation to a CVT of the feature space [34] . In this letter, we follow this approach and construct such an approximation using Algorithm 1 (adapted from [34] ). The algorithm first randomly initializes k centroids (line 2) and generates K random points (K >> k) (line 3) uniformly in Algorithm 2 MAP-Elites Algorithm 1: procedure MAP-ELITES([n 1 , ..., n d ]) 2:
(X , P) ←− create_empty_archive([n 1 , ..., n d ]) 3: for i = 1 → G do Initialization: G random x 4: x = random_solution() 5 :
ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x, X , P) 6: for i = 1 → I do Main loop, I iterations 7: x = selection(X ) 8: x = variation(x) 9 :
ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x , X , P) 10: return archive (X , P) 11: procedure ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x, X , P) 12: 14: if P(c) = null or P(c) < p then 15 :
C ←− CVT(k) Run CVT and get the centroids 3:
(X , P) ←− create_empty_archive(k) 4: for i = 1 → G do Initialization: G random x 5: x = random_solution() 6 :
ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x, X , P) 7: for i = 1 → I do Main loop, I iterations 8: x = selection(X ) 9: x = variation(x) 10 :
ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x , X , P) 11: return archive (X , P) 12: procedure ADD_TO_ARCHIVE(x, X , P) 13: (p, b) ←− evaluate(x) 14: c ←− get_index_of_closest_centroid(b, C) 15: if P(c) = null or P(c) < p then 16 :
the feature space according to the bounds of each dimension (e.g., the feature space could be defined in [0, 1] d ). The algorithm then alternates between assigning each point to the closest centroid and updating each centroid to be the mean of its corresponding points (lines 4-6). This procedure is analogous to using a clustering algorithm (such as k-means [37] ) to find k clusters in a dataset that contains many well-spread points. Therefore, constructing a CVT can intuitively be seen as forcing the k sites to be well-spread in the space of interest.
CVT-MAP-Elites partitions the d-dimensional feature space into k Voronoi regions and then attempts to fill each of the regions through a selection-variation loop. Algorithmically, it first obtains the coordinates of the k centroids (C; Algorithm 3, line 2) by constructing the CVT as described above (Algorithm 1). It then creates an empty archive with capacity k (X and P store the genotypes and performances, respectively). The algorithm then evaluates G random parameter vectors (x), simultaneously recording their performance (p) and feature descriptor (b), i.e., their location in feature space (Algorithm 3, lines 4-6). Next, it finds the index (c) of the centroid in C that is closest to b (Algorithm 3, line 14), which implicitly gives information about its Voronoi region. If the region is free, then the algorithm stores the parameter vector x in that region; if it is already occupied, then the algorithm compares the performance values and keeps only the best parameter vector (Algorithm 3, lines 15 and 16). Once this is done, CVT-MAP-Elites iterates a simple loop (Algorithm 3, lines 7-10): 1) randomly select one of the occupied regions to obtain the stored x; 2) add some random variation on x to obtain x ; 3) record the performance and feature descriptor; and 4) attempt to insert the new parameter in the corresponding region.
The differences between MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites are highlighted in Algorithms 2 and 3: MAP-Elites creates an empty archive based on the desired discretizations per dimension [n 1 , . . . , n d ] (Algorithm 2, line 2), whereas CVT-MAP-Elites first performs the CVT construction and then creates the empty archive of k niches (Algorithm 3, lines 2 and 3). MAP-Elites calculates the index c of a descriptor b in O(1) time (Algorithm 2, line 13), whereas CVT-MAP-Elites needs to be equipped with a distance function for doing so (Algorithm 2, line 14); the time complexity for the nearest neighbor query could be O(log k) on average [33] , [38] or O(k) in the worst case.
III. EVALUATION
To assess the scalability of CVT-MAP-Elites, we experiment with maze navigation and hexapod locomotion tasks. Both classes of tasks have been successful in testing the ability of illumination algorithms to explicitly generate archives that contain many diverse and highperforming solutions [8] , [25] .
A few metrics have been used in the literature to evaluate illumination algorithms [6] - [8] , many of which utilize the MAP-Elites grid. For example, "coverage" [6] measures the expected number of cells an algorithm can fill using a specific descriptor, while "QD score" [7] , [8] projects the descriptors to a certain feature space and calculates the sum of the fitness values stored in each cell.
These metrics, however, have two disadvantages that prevent us from using them. First, they are dependent on the behavior space and a particular discretization of MAP-Elites, whereas we would like to compare not only different EAs, but also spaces of different dimensionality (e.g., 2-D versus 1000-D). Second, they do not explicitly assess if the archives contain the "right" diversity, where right here is task-specific. For example, in our maze navigation experiments, we would like the resulting archives to contain controllers that take the robot from the starting position to the goal using different trajectories. In our hexapod locomotion experiments, we are interested in collecting diverse and high-quality solutions that would be useful even if the dynamics of the robot change due to some damage.
Since the aforementioned metrics cannot work in our case, we propose the following methodology for assessing the quality of the archives produced by each EA-descriptor pair P i : in an analogy with supervised learning scenarios, training is done during the standard evolutionary phase, while testing for generalization is done during an evaluation phase in settings not experienced during evolution. Each evaluation setting slightly modifies the simulator in order to test whether different classes of behaviors are found by P i , without, however, changing the fitness function (i.e., the way individuals are rewarded). For example, in the maze navigation experiments, an evaluation scenario e would correspond to changing the environment by blocking certain paths of the maze in order to test whether controllers that achieve a particular trajectory are found by P i . In the hexapod locomotion experiments, e would correspond to changing the dynamics of the robot by removing a leg, in order to test whether P i has found controllers that perform well in spite of this damage. For each P i , we generate multiple archives from independent evolutionary trials, in order to make statistical assessments, and use the following metrics.
A. Expected Best Performance of EA-Descriptor Pair in Evaluation Scenario e
In order to calculate the "best performance" of an archive returned by P i , we exhaustively 1 evaluate all solutions contained in the archive by simulating the given evaluation scenario e, and return the fitness value of the fittest solution. To calculate the "expected best performance" of P i on e, we perform this procedure on the archives returned from all evolutionary runs and take the median value. For example, in the maze experiment, where e corresponds to allowing only a single open path toward the goal, this measure would capture whether P i was able to find at least one solution (controller) that makes the robot follow this path, even if this solution is the only one in the archive that achieves this. Intuitively, this metric asks: can P i find a solution for a test problem?
B. Expected Quality of EA-Descriptor Pair
The expected best performance metric is the extreme case of a more general metric that asks: how many solutions can P i find for a test problem? Since in our case "solving a problem" is not a discrete event, i.e., the fitness values are continuous variables, we can define this metric to be the probability that the fitness value X drawn from the archives produced by P i is less than or equal (if we are minimizing; greater if we are maximizing) to a certain value x, where x is task-specific. If we consider not just one value for x, but a range of values, we can generalize this metric by generating the cumulative distribution function (CDF), for a minimization problem, or the complementary CDF (CCDF), for a maximization problem. That is:
We calculate these functions by first creating a set of possible fitness values for the given task (e.g., x ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , 400}), and then for each of these values (x) we calculate the ratio of solutions from the archive that have a fitness value less than or equal to x in the case of CDF, or greater than x in the case of CCDF. We perform this procedure on the archives returned from all independent evolutionary runs of P i (in order not to depend on a particular archive), as well as all evaluation scenarios, and record the median ratio for each possible fitness value. For example, if there are 20 evolutionary runs and 10 evaluation scenarios, this means that the median ratio is calculated over 20 × 10 = 200 numbers, for each possible fitness value.
By querying the CDF or CCDF for a certain fitness value that is considered "good" in a given problem is akin to asking: what is the expected percentage of good solutions returned by P i ? For example, suppose that we are comparing P 1 and P 2 in our hexapod locomotion task (i.e., maximize walking speed). If we consider a walking speed of at least 0.3 m/s to be well-performing in our task, we can query the CCDF tables of P 1 and P 2 at the index that corresponds to the value of 0.3 m/s, and get their output values F P 1 (0.3) and F P 2 (0.3). If F P 1 (0.3) = 0.4, this means that randomly picking a solution from an archive returned by P 1 has a 0.4 chance of being one with a walking speed of at least 0.3 m/s. If F P 2 (0.3) < F P 1 (0.3), this means that P 2 is not as effective as P 1 for the same performance level, thus, we can say that the quality of P 2 is lower than the quality of P 1 for a walking speed of at least 0.3 m/s in the considered scenario. 
IV. MAZE NAVIGATION EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup 1) Simulation and Fitness Function:
We use a maze navigation task, where a simulated mobile robot [ Fig. 3(a) ] is controlled by an artificial neural network whose architecture and parameters are evolved (for parameter settings, see supplementary material Section SIII). The robot starts from the bottom of the arena and needs to reach the goal point at the center [ Fig. 3(b) ]. At every simulation step, the Euclidean distance between the current position of the robot and the goal point is measured. The fitness function is the smallest distance achieved over the robot's lifetime [39] , which is set to 3000 simulation steps.
2) Evaluation Phase: We evaluate the archives of the EAdescriptor pairs in 16 different environments (shown in Fig. 4 ). These environments are created by selectively blocking the openings of the "open" maze environment to effectively allow only one realizable trajectory to the goal per environment.
3) Behavioral Descriptors: We use six behavioral descriptors of increasing dimensionality, that correspond to sampling (x, y) points along the trajectory of the robot. These are: 2-D (end-point of the trajectory), 2 10-D (trajectory length = 5), 20-D (trajectory length = 10), 50-D (trajectory length = 25), 250-D (trajectory length = 125), and 1000-D (trajectory length = 500). MAP-Elites can only be used with the 2-D, 10-D, and 20-D descriptors, as more dimensions require more RAM than what is available. For example, in the 50-D case, MAP-Elites requires 4096 TB of RAM just to store the matrix of pointers (not even the contents of the cells). For the 2-D, 10-D, and 20-D descriptors, we use a discretization of 71, 3, and 2 per dimension, resulting in 5041, 59 049, and 1 048 576 cells, respectively. For CVT-MAP-Elites, we set the number of niches k = 5000 (see supplementary material Section SI and Figs. S2, S4A for a comparison between different values of k). 4) Generating Centroids: The CVT algorithm relies on randomly sampled points that are clustered to find well-spread centroids. For the maze task, we cannot generate random trajectories by straightforwardly connecting random points in the arena because such trajectories would not match the physical constraints of the robot, which cannot teleport from any point to another in a single time step; and we cannot use a basic random walk because it would need too many samples to cover the space well. Instead, we generate a random point of the trajectory (e.g., the 42nd time step) within the bounds that are physically possible with the robot (here, 42 times ±2 units from the starting point, while staying within the bounds of the arena, that is, 1000 × 1000), then we generate another random Fig. 4 . Best performance (distance to the goal, thus, lower is better) for each algorithm-descriptor pair in the open maze environment (leftmost column) and all 16 evaluation environments which are created by selectively blocking certain paths that lead to the center of the maze (the goal). The box plots show the median (black line) and the interquartile range (25th and 75th percentiles) over 30 solutions; the whiskers extend to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and outliers are plotted individually. In all cases, the median is below 10 units, indicating that the algorithms have good overall performance with all behavioral descriptors in these 1000 × 1000 square unit environments. The behavior of CVT-MAP-Elites does not deteriorate in high-dimensional spaces (e.g., 1000-D), illustrating that the algorithm can scale well. The 8th and 14th evaluation environments, where there are big outliers, are symmetrical and seem to be the most difficult ones, as they require an almost full clockwise turn followed by an almost full counterclockwise turn and vice versa. point of the trajectory (e.g., the 23rd) with updated constraints (23 times ±2 units from the starting point, and 19 times ±2 units from the 42nd point), etc. We continue this process until we have chosen all the points of the trajectory.
B. Results
For all experiments, we use 30 independent evolutionary trials and 200k function evaluations. The results show that the expected best performance of both MAP-Elites with the 2-D, 10-D, and 20-D descriptors, and CVT-MAP-Elites with the additional 50-D, 250-D, and 1000-D descriptors remains constant over all the evaluation scenarios (Fig. 4) . The median distance is less than 2 units in most scenarios, while for the 8th and 14th environments, the median distance is still less than ten units which is equal to the radius of the robot.
The median percentage of filled niches [ Fig. 5(a) ] of MAP-Elites decreases sharply from 0.72 (2-D) to 0.09 (10-D) and 0.005 (20-D) . These values for CVT-MAP-Elites are 0.73 (2-D), 0.46 (10-D), 0.40 (20-D), 0.38 (50-D), 0.36 (250-D), and 0.36 (1000-D). We also measure the spread of solutions (s) for each archive A using the following formula:
where b is the behavioral descriptor of a solution in A and d nn (b, A) is the Euclidean distance of b to its nearest neighbor in A. The median spread of solutions [ Fig. 5(b) ] for MAP-Elites increases from 0.34 (2-D) to 0.37 (10-D) and then decreases to 0.29 (20-D) . 
V. HEXAPOD LOCOMOTION EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup 1) Simulation and Fitness Function:
We use the hexapod locomotion task of [25] using the dynamic animation and robotics toolkit. 3 The controller is designed to be a simple, open-loop oscillator that actuates each servo by a periodic signal of frequency 1 Hz, parameterized by three values: the amplitude of oscillation, its phase shift and its duty cycle (i.e., the fraction of each period that the joint angle is positive). Each leg has three joints, however, only the movement of the first 2 is defined in the parameters 4 [25] . Therefore, there are six parameters per leg, thus, 36 parameters for controlling the whole robot. The fitness function is the forward distance covered in 5 s (thus, we maximize walking speed). 2) Evaluation Phase: During the evolutionary phase, we use a model of an intact robot to generate the archives, whereas, during the evaluation phase, we evaluate six damage cases that correspond to removing a different leg from the hexapod robot (see Fig. 7) .
3) Behavioral Descriptors: We use four behavioral descriptors of increasing dimensionality. For all experiments, CVT-MAP-Elites uses k = 10 000 niches (see supplementary material Section SI and Figs. S5, S7A for a comparison between different values of k).
1) Duty Factor (6-D):
It is defined as the proportion of time that each leg is in contact with the ground
where b is the descriptor, C i (t) denotes the Boolean value of whether leg i is in contact with the ground at time t (i.e., 1: contact, 0: no contact), recorded at each time step (every 15 ms) and averaged over the number of time steps T of the simulation. For MAP-Elites, we use five discretizations per dimension, resulting in 15625 bins. 2) 12-D subset of controller parameters that contains the phase shift for each of the 12 joints. For MAP-Elites, we use three discretizations per dimension (thus, 3 12 bins). 3) 24-D subset of controller parameters that contains the amplitude of oscillation and the phase shift for each of the 12 joints. For MAP-Elites, we use two discretizations per dimension (resulting in nearly 17 million bins).
4)
Controller Parameters (36-D) : In this case, the behavior space is the same as the parameter space. MAP-Elites cannot be employed since even using two discretizations per dimension requires more than 256 GB of RAM.
B. Results
For all experiments, we use 20 independent evolutionary runs 5 and 75 000 generations. Overall, our results indicate that during the evolutionary phase [ Fig. 6(a) ], the median performance of the best individuals of CVT-MAP-Elites is approximately the same when using the 12-D, 24-D, and 36-D descriptors, despite the increase in dimensionality. When using the 6-D descriptor, the performance is slightly better, however, this is likely due to the fact that this descriptor is calculated in behavior space, whereas the others in parameter space [23] , [24] . With MAP-Elites, the performance of the best individuals when using the 6-D descriptor is approximately the same as in CVT-MAP-Elites. However, when the dimensionality of the descriptor increases, the performance of MAP-Elites deteriorates significantly.
In The results of both the undamaged and damaged conditions indicate that MAP-Elites-6-D has higher probability of finding better solutions than all other EA-descriptor pairs [ Fig. 6(b) ]. CVT-MAP-Elites-6-D does not perform as well, most likely due to the fact that it uses 10 000 niches during evolution, whereas MAP-Elites-6-D uses 1.5 times more (5 6 ); this indicates that the number of niches for CVT-MAP-Elites could be better tuned, though this is beyond the scope of this letter.
The expected quality of the archives produced by MAP-Elites significantly decreases with higher-dimensional descriptors, whereas with CVT-MAP-Elites it is not [ Fig. 6(b) ]. For all the damaged cases and in particular for a walking speed of 0.2 m/s, the expected percentage of solutions returned by MAP-Elites that have at least this value is 21.3% for 6-D, 0% for 12-D, and 0% for 24-D; for CVT-MAP-Elites these are 13.3% for 6-D, 6.5% for 12-D, 10.8% for 24-D, and 10.5% for 36-D. Comparing the two algorithms using the 12-D and 24-D descriptors reveals that the differences are highly significant (p < 10 −44 , Mann-Whitney U test). Thus, randomly choosing among the solutions returned by both algorithms, we obtain higher quality ones with CVT-MAP-Elites, as the descriptor dimensionality increases.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that CVT-MAP-Elites can be applied in problems, where the dimensionality is prohibitive for MAP-Elites (e.g., 1000-D in the maze experiments). We have additionally demonstrated that in the hexapod locomotion tasks, CVT-MAP-Elites found gaits that were on average 1.7 to 2.1 times faster (during the evaluation settings) with the corresponding increase in feature space dimensionality. This is because CVT-MAP-Elites has a more precise control over the balance between diversity and performance. For example, there is more selective pressure for performance when randomly selecting a parent from an archive of 1000 elites than from an archive of 1 million because the niches are bigger in the former case than in the latter (an elite from a big niche "reign" on more solutions). In the extreme case of a single niche, MAP-Elites and CVT-MAP-Elites would act like a stochastic hill climber, that is, with a very strong pressure for performance. In MAP-Elites the increase in dimensionality exponentially increases the number of niches, and as these niches get filled with solutions, selective pressure for performance decreases. In CVT-MAP-Elites, by having fewer niches (thus, solutions) and keeping the same selection method (e.g., 100 parents uniformly at random at every generation), we effectively increase selective pressure for performance.
In all our experiments, we chose to perform distance calculations using the Euclidean norm because it is the distance function used in other QD studies [3] , [7] , [40] ; however, "fractional" norms (Minkowski distance of order p < 1) might be more appropriate for high-dimensional spaces, because they provide a better contrast between the farthest and the nearest neighbor [41] , [42] . Nevertheless, additional experiments revealed that results are not qualitatively affected by a change to fractional norms, and, in particular, that there is no significant difference between a Euclidean and a fractional norm when considering the generalization performance (see supplementary material, Figs. S3, S4B, S6, and S7B) .
CVT-MAP-Elites is a natural extension of MAP-Elites since it behaves like the latter in low-dimensional spaces, if given the same amount of well-spread niches. In addition, it does not require any major modifications over MAP-Elites. This is because the CVT routine (not part of the main EA) is responsible for generating the centroids and only needs to run once, before the EA starts; thus, the EA only needs to load these centroids. One can easily substitute the CVT routine with their own implementation, without any change in the EA. Interestingly, such a routine could be designed in a way that places more centers (thus, more variation) along certain dimensions. To ease deployment, we provide a Python script for generating the centroids (see supplementary material, Section SII).
The computational complexity of the method we provide for constructing the CVT (in Algorithm 1) is O(ndki), where n is the number of d-dimensional samples to be clustered, k is the number of clusters, and i is the number of iterations needed until convergence. From our experiments, we noticed that the clustering does not need to be very precise when using such a large number of clusters (i.e., thousands), thus, the number of iterations i can be fixed to limit the overall complexity of CVT-MAP-Elites. Nevertheless, one could resort to other CVT construction methods, which could offer significant speed-ups [35] . Furthermore, finding the centroid closest to a given behavior descriptor can be accelerated using data structures, such as k-d trees [38] or others that exploit the characteristics of the Voronoi tessellation (see [33] , [43] ).
A key factor that enabled CVT-MAP-Elites to scale to 1000-D in the maze experiments is the proper sampling of trajectories to generate the CVT and, as a consequence, the generation of centroids that more closely approximate trajectories that could be followed by the robot. A naive approach for sampling trajectories would sample each element along the trajectory from [0, 1000] 2 in the 1000 × 1000 arena. This, however, would result in unrealistic centroid trajectories, because the robot cannot move in a single time step to any point of the arena (it is constrained by its maximum speed). The behavior descriptors of the hexapod experiments do not have this problem, as they are properly defined in [0, 1] d (i.e., the behavior space is dense). Nevertheless, care needs to be taken when sampling the behavior space of interest during CVT construction: the centroids extracted from the samples have to be representatives of potential behaviors that make sense in the task.
While it is easy to sample behavior descriptors in many evolutionary robotics tasks, there exist many others for which sampling realistic behavior descriptors might prove challenging, thus, complicating the use of CVT-MAP-Elites. This is typically the case for behavior descriptors that involve trajectories of dynamical systems in high-dimensional state spaces. To put it clearly, CVT-MAP-Elites allows MAP-Elites to scale up to high-dimensional spaces, but it is still a grid-based algorithm [40] , which is a category of QD algorithms that is especially effective when the behavior space can be divided beforehand [40] . By contrast, if the bounds of the space are unknown before evolution, or if the set of possible behavior descriptors is heavily constrained, 6 then vanilla CVT-MAP-Elites is probably not the most appropriate algorithm.
This issue can be potentially mitigated by letting the solutions generated by the EA define the bounds of the space of interest. Thus, instead of precalculating the CVT, we can periodically recalculate it throughout the evolutionary run based on whether the bounds have changed [44] . In addition, it is possible to change the bounding volume to a different shape than a hyper-rectangle, as well as to vary the density of the niches so that to have a greater number on the outer part of the volume: such a change could potentially put more pressure toward expanding the volume and explore novel regions in behavior space. At any rate, other QD algorithms could be more effective when nothing is known about the behavior space beforehand [40] . In these cases, it is worth investigating algorithms that rely on distance computations between different generated points [45] (such as novelty search with local competition [3] or restricted tournament selection [14] ), rather than between points and fixed centroids.
